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Universal response spectrum procedure for predicting 28 
walking-induced floor vibration 29 
JMW Brownjohn, V Racic, J Chen 30 
ABSTRACT: Floor vibrations caused by people walking are an important serviceability problem 31 
both for human occupants and vibration-sensitive equipment. Present design methodologies 32 
available for prediction of vibration response due to footfall loading are complex and suffer from 33 
division between low and high frequency floors. In order to simplify the design process and to 34 
avoid the problem of floor classification, this paper presents a methodology for predicting 35 
vibration response metrics due to pedestrian footfalls for any floor type having natural frequency 36 
in the range 1 Hz to 20 Hz. 37 
Using a response spectrum approach, a database of 852 weight-normalised vertical ground 38 
reaction force (GRF) time histories recorded for more than 60 individuals walking on an 39 
instrumented treadmill was used to calculate response metrics. Chosen metrics were peak values 40 
of 1 second peak root-mean-square (RMS) acceleration and peak envelope one-third octave 41 
velocities. These were evaluated by weight-normalising the GRFs and applying to unit-mass 42 
single degree of freedom oscillators having natural frequencies in the range 1-20 Hz and damping 43 
ratios in the range 0.5-5%. Moreover, to account for effect of mode shape and duration of 44 
crossing (i.e. duration of dynamic loading), the recorded GRFs were applied for three most 45 
typical mode shapes and floor spans from 5 m to 40 m.  46 
The resulting peak values as functions of frequency i.e. spectra are condensed to statistical 47 
representations for chosen probability of being exceeded over a wide range of applications. RMS 48 
4 
(acceleration) spectra show strong peaks corresponding to the first harmonic of pacing rate 49 
followed by clear minima at approximately 3.5 Hz, a second much smaller peak corresponding to 50 
the second harmonic and a steady decline with increasing frequency beginning around 5 Hz. 51 
One-third octave spectra show asymptotic trends with frequency, span and damping.  52 
A comprehensive validation exercise focusing on the acceleration RMS spectra was based on a 53 
representative range of floor samples for which modal properties had been identified and walking 54 
response studied during experimental campaigns of vibration serviceability evaluation. Due to the 55 
statistical approach an exact validation would not be possible, hence measured peak RMS values 56 
were matched to distributions for the equivalent idealized structure. In the vast majority of cases 57 
the measured values, intended to represent worst-case conditions fitted the upper decile of the 58 
corresponding simulated spectra indicating consistency with the proposed approach.  59 
Key words: vibration serviceability; human walking; response spectrum; low frequency floor; 60 
high frequency floor 61 
Highlights: 62 
• Simulations used database of 852 ground reaction forces (GRFs) recorded by treadmill  63 
• Response spectra of 1 second RMS weighted accelerations generated from GRFs 64 
• Simulations applied for combinations of floor span, mode frequency and damping ratio  65 
• Characteristics and statistical distributions of spectra presented 66 
• Comparison made against extensive database of full-scale performance data  67 
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1 INTRODUCTION 68 
With primary concern for floor design for ultimate limit state i.e. strength and safety, vibration 69 
serviceability often gets overlooked. While the problem of vibration serviceability is well known 70 
in footbridges due to high profile public ‘failures’ such as the London Millennium Bridge and 71 
Passarelle Solferino in Paris [1], [2], for floors the failures (in design) rarely surface in the public 72 
domain and are usually hidden due to legal and public relations concerns. Experiences of dealing 73 
with these problems are documented by industry specialists [3] and research findings are 74 
incorporated into design guidance available from many trade organisations such as American 75 
Institute of Steel construction (AISC) and in the UK the Steel Construction Institute (SCI), 76 
Concrete Society (CS) and Concrete Centre (CC).  77 
However, first author’s own experience through numerous consulting projects is that despite such 78 
guidance, problems with excessive floor vibrations due to human footfall loading still occur, thus 79 
indicating the lack of reliable tools and procedures for vibration serviceability design. That is, 80 
even when such guidance is followed the outcome can be satisfactory and may even lead to 81 
litigation. The problems are sometimes due to unexpected or unpredictable factors, such as 82 
change of floor use or unreliable prediction of modal properties at the design stage. However, it 83 
appears that two recurring factors are inappropriate assessment criteria and unrepresentative 84 
(footfall) loading models. 85 
Vibration serviceability of floors is commonly addressed at the design stage in two ways: (1) 86 
setting a lower bound value for the floor’s fundamental frequency [4] with the intention to avoid 87 
the possibility of resonant response to footfall, or (2) setting an upper bound value for the floor 88 
vibration response according to an appropriate design measure [5]. The latter is more common in 89 
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design practice and is characterized by performance-based design approach in which walking 90 
loading is defined and applied to a numerical representation of the floor. Evaluation of the 91 
resulting response depends on the floor usage and the vibration receivers. In cases when the 92 
receivers are humans, evaluations of the vibration response is most often compared to the 93 
maximum permitted value of root mean square (RMS) acceleration, with filtering or frequency 94 
weighting to limit the calculation to frequency ranges to which humans are most sensitive to 95 
vibrations [6]. For vibration-sensitive machinery, aside from occasional machine-specific 96 
requirements based on some measure of velocity or displacement, an accepted metric is the 97 
maximum value of RMS velocity in any single one-third octave band [7]. 98 
The UK guidelines for floor vibration serviceability design [8–10] determine response in a floor 99 
vibration mode either based on resonant forcing by a harmonic component of quasi-periodic 100 
loading, or on transient response to an impulse whose magnitude depends on both pacing rate and 101 
floor frequency. Consistent with the ‘frequency control’ approach, the resonant or transient 102 
approach is adopted according to whether or not the first mode natural frequency of the floor 103 
exceeds a threshold accepted as 10 Hz [10] and results in floor classification as ‘low frequency’ 104 
or ‘high frequency’ regardless of usage. Low frequency floors are supposed to develop resonance 105 
due to the periodicity inherent in walking. On the other hand, high frequency floors are supposed 106 
not to sustain resonance since their natural frequencies are high enough for response to a footfall 107 
to decay heavily between successive steps. 108 
In both cases modal responses are superposed, by square-root-sum-of-squares for harmonic 109 
forcing, and directly for transient response. At the design stage modal parameters can be derived 110 
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by finite element modeling or by empirical formulae offered in the guideline, while modal testing 111 
is preferable for the existing floors. On the other side of Atlantic, the American Institute of Steel 112 
Construction guidance [11] is more rational and adopts different evaluation approaches 113 
depending whether design is for human comfort or sensitive equipment. 114 
Hence, despite a decade of progress in addressing vibration serviceability design of floors there 115 
are still deficiencies in and differences among design approaches to the exact same problem. 116 
While simple and logical, the UK approaches do not work in the many cases observed in 117 
(consulting) practice where ‘high frequency’ floors show clear evidence of resonant response or 118 
where ‘low frequency’ floors have localized high frequency modes with low modal mass that are 119 
readily excited by footfall transients. On the other hand, the US approach suffers from opaque 120 
methodology and often apparently impossible physics [12]. 121 
The approach proposed in this study advocates using response spectra to avoid the need for 122 
distinction by floor frequency or by application. Although response spectra have commonly been 123 
used as an efficient way to estimate peak dynamic response due to other key dynamic loads of 124 
structures, such as earthquakes and winds, they do not feature in the current design guidelines 125 
pertinent to human-induced vibrations. However, some researchers have considered their 126 
application in vibration serviceability design of footbridges [13] and long span floors [14]. While 127 
the footbridge study used Fourier-based numerical walking load models which are now regarded 128 
as a too conservative and unreliable representation of real walking [15], the long span floor study 129 
[14] used artificial force time histories synthesized by replicating a single footfall data measured 130 
on force plates with footfall timing data for successive steps from optical motion tracking 131 
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technology. 132 
This paper uses directly measured footfall ground reaction forces (GRFs) from continuous 133 
walking on a force measuring treadmill, thus representing variation in both timing and amplitude 134 
between successive footfalls. It extends to the full range of floor frequencies experienced by the 135 
authors and includes frequency weighting and a range of performance metrics. Moreover, the 136 
GRF records were used to establish an elaborate database of force time histories that exceeds the 137 
size and standard of similar data sets reported previously [16].  138 
First the GRF database and its creation are described, then the straightforward methodology used 139 
to generate response spectra for a comprehensive set of representative parameters is explained. A 140 
sample of results is presented graphically, principally for moving RMS of weighted acceleration 141 
but covering one-third octave RMS velocity and peak acceleration. Characteristic features of the 142 
spectra and their statistical distribution are presented, useful for identifying the likelihood of 143 
acceptable performance according to floor characteristics. Finally a validation exercise is 144 
presented, selecting a representative range of floors among the dozens examined experimentally 145 
by the authors over the previous 20 years of research and consulting projects. The statistical 146 
nature of the process precludes an absolute proof of reliability, but the validation shows 147 
consistency with observations that can be judged by the reader. 148 
2 WALKING LOADS FOR DEVELOPING RESPONSE SPECTRA 149 
An essential element for developing the response spectra presented is a comprehensive database 150 
of force-time histories generated by many individuals walking at a wide range of pacing rates. In 151 
this study, such a database was established using a state-of-the-art force measuring treadmill, 152 
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which design is described in Section 2.1. The choice of the equipment and the test protocol 153 
(Section 2.2) were motivated by recent studies [17,18] that proved the essential statistical 154 
equivalence between treadmill and overground locomotion in biomechanical domain, such as 155 
measuring performance of healthy athletes [19] and design of “blade runners” for disabled 156 
athletes [20]. Therefore, there is no doubt that treadmill force records are suitable for design of 157 
less delicate floor structures. 158 
2.1 Experimental setup 159 
The walking tests were carried out in the Light Structures Laboratory in the University of 160 
Sheffield. Continuously measured vertical force (GRF) time histories were recorded by an 161 
instrumented treadmill ADAL3D-F (Figure 1). 162 
 163 
 
Figure	  1:	  Experimental	  setup.	  164 
All components of the ADAL treadmill, including brushless servo motors equipped with internal 165 
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velocity controllers, belts and secondary elements, are mounted on a rigid metal frame and 166 
mechanically connected to the supporting ground only through four Kistler 9077B tri-axial 167 
piezoelectric force sensors. The sensors have high stiffness to avoid the treadmill dynamic 168 
characteristics affecting the measurements. The whole system is mechanically isolated, i.e. the 169 
sensors measure only external walking forces, while the internal forces due to belt friction and 170 
belt rotation are not detected by the sensors [21].  171 
Speed of the belt rotation (here also called “treadmill speed”) can be controlled and monitored 172 
remotely in the range 0-10 km/h either with a control panel or with bespoke software, run from 173 
the data acquisition PC. Similar to fitness treadmills, the remote control panel and the treadmill 174 
itself are equipped with a safety stop switch. 175 
2.2 Test sequence 176 
Prior to the force measurements, the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Sheffield 177 
required each prospective test subject to complete a Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire 178 
and pass a preliminary fitness test (by satisfying predefined criteria for blood pressure and resting 179 
heart rate) to check whether they were suited for the moderate physical activity required during 180 
the experiment. Measurements of the body mass, age and height were taken for test subject who 181 
passed the preliminary test.  182 
All participants wore comfortable footwear. Those who had no experience with treadmill walking 183 
were given a brief training prior to the force collection supervised by a qualified instructor. Each 184 
participant had at least ten minutes of warming up on the treadmill, which included walking 185 
while the speed was varied randomly and controlled by the speed of rotation of the treadmill 186 
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belts.  187 
During each test participants were asked to walk on the treadmill at a fixed treadmill speed. The 188 
actual walking speed could vary on a step-by-step basis around the given treadmill speed as the 1 189 
m long belts allowed test subjects to move forwards and backwards on the treadmill, thus to slow 190 
down and speed up while walking. This made treadmill walking natural and allowed variability 191 
of successive footfalls naturally existing in overground walking [17]. The acquisition of walking 192 
forces started at a speed of 2 km/h and continued in increments of 0.5 km/h up to the maximum 193 
walking speed, i.e. an ultimate self-selected walking speed at which jogging, rather than walking, 194 
was more comfortable for an individual. In very few examples of young daring individuals this 195 
speed reached the maximum treadmill speed of 10 km/h but in most of the cases the maximum 196 
speed attainably safely was 7 km/h. Pacing rate was not prompted by any stimuli such as a 197 
metronome, and it was determined only from subsequent analysis of the generated force signals. 198 
Each test was completed when at least 64 successive footfalls were recorded and rests were 199 
allowed between successive tests.   200 
In total, 85 volunteers (57 males and 28 females, body mass 75.8±15.2 kg, height 174.4± 8.2 cm, 201 
age 29.8±9.1 years) were drawn from students, academics and technical staff of the University of 202 
Sheffield and occasional research visitors. On average, forces corresponding to ten different 203 
walking speeds were collected for each test subject depending on their maximum comfortable 204 
walking speed. All together they generated 852 vertical walking force time histories of the kind 205 
illustrated in Figure 2. All recorded force signals were sampled at 200 Hz. Average pacing rate 206 
(and corresponding stride) was determined from analysis of the Fourier spectrum. 207 
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Figure	  2:	  W0819	  time	  history	  and	  Fourier	  amplitudes.	  208 
3. RESPONSE SPECTRA FROM RECORDED FOOTFALL TRACES 209 
The vertical vibration response of a floor with span S to the kth walking force time history is given in 210 
terms of generalized coordinates Y for mode j as: 211 
 
 
!!Yj t( ) + 2ω jζ j !Yj t( ) +ω j2Yj t( ) = GkM j
pk t( )φ j fk Lkt S( )  (1)   212 
where Gk is pedestrian weight, pk(t) is ground reaction force time history normalized to unit 213 
pedestrian weight, fk is pacing rate and Lk is the average step length with fkLk being the average 214 
walking speed, i.e. equal to the given treadmill speed controlled by the belt rotation. For (floor) 215 
vibration mode j with circular frequency ωj and damping ratio ζj , modal mass Mj is normalized using 216 
a mode shape φj(x), 0<x<S, having unit maximum (absolute) value. 217 
The database of 852 treadmill GRF recordings were used to compute response time histories for 218 
spans varying from 5 m to 40 m (in 5 m increments), for damping ratios of 0.5 %, 1 %, 2 %, 3 % and 219 
5 % and for floor frequencies from 1 Hz to 20 Hz (in 0.1 Hz increments). The frequency spacing is 220 
linear and chosen to provide a god balance of resolution vs. computational time and of course is not 221 
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related to duration of the GRF time series. 222 
While actual floor spans as high as 40 m are rare [14], experimentally observed half-sine mode 223 
shapes can span this distance and as shown in the validation exercise are in fact more relevant than 224 
the structural dimensions. Of course longer spans have frequencies in the lower range, while the 225 
shortest spans typically have frequencies in the higher range. Also, damping ratios of in-service floors 226 
are unlikely to be as low as 0.5%. Nevertheless, all these extremes were included for completeness 227 
and to demonstrate trends. 228 
For a given span, treadmill force time histories were truncated to the span crossing time at the average 229 
walking speed, then modulated by one of three functions representing typical mode shapes: 230 
• Half-sine representing first mode of a simply supported panel 231 
• Full sine representing second mode of a simply supported panel 232 
• Offset full cosine representing first mode of a fully fixed panel 233 
Acceleration and velocity responses were calculated for the range of oscillator frequencies and the 234 
following metrics evaluated in each case: 235 
• Peak acceleration, which is applicable if the floor is used as a footbridge or walkway. 236 
• Maximum RMS of frequency-weighted acceleration over 1 second windows starting with 0.1 237 
second increments. The result is ‘maximum transient vibration value’ (MTVV), with so called 238 
‘b-weighting’ used to attenuate response outside the frequency range in which humans are 239 
most sensitive to vertical vibrations. This frequency weighting is commonly used when 240 
assessing floors in hospitals, workplaces and dwellings [9]. 1 second averaging was chosen as 241 
it is conventional in the UK practice for floor assessment and it is referenced in international 242 
standards [21]. Moreover, it is conservative since crossing durations for short spans at high 243 
pacing walking speeds could be as low as two seconds. 244 
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• Maximum RMS of unweighted velocity (also for moving 1 second windows) and evaluated in 245 
one-third octave bands with centre frequencies at least 8 Hz. This is the common metric for 246 
vibration sensitive equipment such as micro-electronics manufacturing facilities [7].  247 
Peak factors were also available from the ratio of maximum to MTVV acceleration. 248 
The process of deriving a response spectrum for a single time history and selected floor span, 249 
damping ratio and natural frequency corresponding to the pacing rate is summaried in Figure 3 in 250 
a sequence that runs from left to right across the first then second rows. 251 
The crossing time T for the given span S is evaluated from the pacing rate fk and stride length Lk 252 
then a T-second segment is chopped from the de-trended and weight-normalised time history. 253 
This is then modulated by the relevant mode shape (tapering the GRF segment ends to zero) and 254 
the T-second response for a unit mass SDOF oscillator with specified frequency (in this case the 255 
exact pacing frequency) and damping ratio and zero initial conditions is calculated. The second 256 
row shows the b-weighting filter applied to the response leading to reduced levels since in this 257 
example the oscillator frequency is away from the range of maximum human sensitivity to 258 
acceleration. The moving RMS trend is shown and the MTVV indicated. The final plot is the 259 
response spectrum which is evaluated for frequencies 1 to 20 Hz in 0.1 Hz increments. 260 
 261 
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Figure	  3:	  Response	  spectrum	  evaluation	  procedure	  for	  GRF	  of	  Figure	  2	  and	  10	  m	  span	  floor	  with	  5	  %	  262 damping,	   half-­‐sine	  mode	   shape	   and	   frequency	  matching	   pacing	   rate.	   Lower	   right	   plot	   shows	  263 MTVV	   for	   oscillators	   in	   the	   1-­‐20	   Hz	   range,	   with	   the	   marker	   mapping	   the	   MTVV	   from	   time	  264 domain.	  265 
4 A SELECTION OF RESULTS FOR GROUND REACTION FORCE RESPONSE 266 
SPECTRUM (GRFRSP) 267 
Out of the large set of simulations, only a few examples are presented here to illustrate specific 268 
features and differences between spectra. 269 
Figure 4 shows ensemble response spectra of MTVVs with b-weighting for a) short (5 m), b) 270 
‘medium’ (15 m) and c) long (40 m) span floors with different (and appropriate) damping ratios and 271 
for a half-sine first vibration mode consistent with simple supports.  272 
One obvious common feature is the strong band centred close to 2.5 Hz and corresponding to the first 273 
harmonic of pacing rates. Likewise, there is a much broader band corresponding to the second 274 
harmonic range. It is separated from the first band by a distinct trough with minimum close to 3.5 Hz 275 
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which appears in every single one of the 8 (spans) x 5 (damping ratios x 3 (mode shapes) spectra. 276 
There is a less distinct trough following the second harmonic band and from approximately 8 Hz on 277 
there is a monotonic declining trend of spectra amplitudes. The major differences between the spectra 278 
are the absolute and relative amplitudes of the two peaks. The higher levels and proportionally 279 
stronger harmonic bands for longer spans reflect the opportunities to establish resonance and observe 280 
stronger transient response due to longer crossing times. The enhanced response for longer floors is 281 
recognised in guidance e.g. [10], where perfect resonance is assumed. 282 
The wide range and distribution of the 852 individual response spectra are reflected by the mean, 95th 283 
percentile and 99th percentile values, as well as a few outlying spectra values that are proportionally 284 
greater for longer spans. This leads to a question as to what is a representative percentile value if this 285 
approach is to be used for design. 75th percentile is applied to values of impulse used in the UK 286 
guidance for high frequency floors[5,8], but it is clear from Figure 4 that a much higher percentile 287 
would need to applied here due to the very long tails of the distributions. 288 
Figure 5 shows ensemble MTVV spectra for the three different mode types for 10 m span and 2% 289 
damping. There are no obvious differences other than small changes in overall scale suggesting that 290 
there is little to be gained by attempting exact representation of a mode shape that does not match one 291 
of the three variants. 292 
Figure 6 shows different forms of response evaluation for 10 m span with 2 % damping and half-sine 293 
mode. Compared to Figure 5, Figure 6a illustrates the attenuating effect of the weighting on the 294 
first-harmonic response in the frequency range where humans have reduced sensitivity (Figure 3). If 295 
the unweighted spectra with dominant 1st harmonic peak were to be used, a very simple 296 
representation could be to fit a bell-shaped function around the first harmonic hump merging with a 297 
single overlaying line that decays with frequency and conservatively overestimates at the two troughs.  298 
For floor vibration serviceability evaluation peak accelerations are seldom used as a response metric 299 
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but there are some situations where floors can serve as walkways, and the response spectra models 300 
could also be applicable to footbridges where peak accelerations are relevant for vibration 301 
serviceability design [23] and Figure 6b provides one example. Around the first harmonic peak, peak 302 
accelerations appear to be about 40% higher than the unweighted MTVV, which is consistent with the 303 
resonant response that the hump represents. For higher frequencies the downtrend is gentler and range 304 
of peak accelerations lower than for MTVVs, a point discussed later. 305 
Since one-third octave spectra are in practice used for ‘high frequency floors’ and since the vibration 306 
criteria (VC) levels are constant above 8 Hz [24], Figure 6c shows the third-octave maximum 307 
velocities for floors (oscillators) with frequencies upwards of 8 Hz. The trend in Figure 6c potentially 308 
offers a very simple spectrum for design of high-frequency floors model via an exponential or 309 
hyperbolic fit to the data. The 1-second averaging time is used here allows assessment of the shortest 310 
spans but is conservative compared to the 10 seconds often used for assessment of low-vibration 311 
manufacturing facilities (e.g. for hard disk drives and micro-electronics). For such applications there 312 
appears to be no specific guidance on averaging time other than the need for adequate frequency 313 
resolution, in this case for minimum 8 Hz band centre frequency. 314 
   
Figure	  4:	  MTVV	  for	  b-­‐weighting	  and	  a	  range	  of	  simply-­‐supported	  spans	  in	  first	  mode.	  95%ile	  is	  95th	  315 
percentile	  etc.	  316 
18 
   
Figure	   5:	   MTVV	   for	   b-­‐weighting	   and	   three	   span	   types:	   a)	   simply	   supported	   first	   mode,	   b)	  317 
simply-­‐supported	  second	  mode	  and	  c)	  fixed	  end	  first	  mode.	  95%ile	  is	  95th	  percentile	  etc.	  318 
   
Figure	   6:	   a)	   MTVV	   for	   no	   weighting,	   b)	   unweighted	   peak	   acceleration	   and	   c)	   one-­‐third	   octave	  319 
velocities,	  all	  for	  10	  m	  span	  and	  2%	  damping.	  95%ile	  is	  95th	  percentile	  etc.	  320 
4.1. Surface plots  321 
Because it is conservative and minimised outliers, 99th percentile is chosen as the best representative 322 
value for combining examples such as shown in Figure 4 to Figure 6 to reveal trends via surface 323 
plots with combinations of two of the three modal parameters as independent variables: floor 324 
frequency, damping and span. Other variants are mode type, weighing (none and b) and metric 325 
(MTVV and one-third octave velocity) so that only a sample projection of the parameter space can be 326 
illustrated in a single figure. 327 
Figure 7 shows 99th percentile MTVVs vs. a) frequency and damping for 5 m span and b) against 328 
frequency and span for 1 % damping. Logarithmic scales are used for the two common axes, i.e. 329 
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frequency and MTVV, and axes are rotated (with frequency axes reversed) for best view of the 330 
important features. MTVV trends for the first harmonic are consistent with the behaviour of 331 
damped harmonic oscillator with resonant amplitude depending on inverse of damping ratio 332 
(Figure 7a) and asymptotic build-up to steady state response (Figure 7b).  333 
For higher frequencies the strong dependence on damping is at first glance surprising given that 334 
vibration response of high frequency floors is assumed to be governed by impulsive nature of 335 
heel strikes where the level of the resulting transient response depends primarily on oscillator 336 
(floor) mass and frequency. 337 
 338 
  
Figure 7: MTVV vs a) frequency and damping and b) vs frequency and span for simply supported 339 
first mode.  340 
For one-third octave velocities, Figure 8, the surfaces use only linear axes and the most remarkable 341 
feature is (for the lower frequencies) an asymptotic buildup resembling the result of resonant forcing.  342 
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Figure 8: One-third octave RMS velocities vs a) frequency and damping for 10m span and b) vs 343 
frequency and span for 1 % damping, both for simply supported first mode.  344 
4.2 Statistical Analysis of Spectrum Parameters 345 
The spectra overlays of Figure 4 to Figure 6 do not reveal the full statistical properties of the various 346 
metrics, but it is at least clear that conservatively high percentiles values need to be used for design 347 
purposes and that any fitted distribution function would need to be asymmetric and have long tails for 348 
extreme values. For illustration Figure 9a shows as a contour plot density probability function of 349 
MTVV values corresponding to Figure 5a. Two bands are visible, the first for low frequencies and 350 
corresponding to the first harmonic plateau clearly showing the trend of riding MTVV but 351 
diminishing probability as the most likely range of MTVVs switches to the second harmonic plateau. 352 
This is responsible for the trough between first and second harmonics in the spectra overlays of 353 
Figure 4 to Figure 6 and leads to a bi-modal distribution for low frequency floors (e.g. 2 Hz) as 354 
opposed to a single mode for higher frequency floors (e.g. 18 Hz). 355 
Horizontal sections of Figure 9a at 2 Hz and 18 provide probability density functions from which 356 
cumulative density functions (CDFs) are derived and shown in Figure 9b in which the bimodal 357 
distribution for 2 Hz is clearly visible. Also note that the MTVV axes are logarithmic in both plots 358 
showing that values might need to be represented by a log-normal distribution.  359 
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Figure	  9:	  a)	  Typical	  MTVV	  probability	  density	  function	  (left)	  and	  b)	  cumulative	  density	  functions	  at	  361 
2	  Hz	  and	  18	  Hz	  (right).	  362 
4.4 Peak factors  363 
Figure 6a,b showed the relationship between unweighted MTVV and peak acceleration. Figures 11 and 12 364 
explore the relationship more systematically in the form of peak factors which are here defined as 365 
ratios of peak acceleration to MTVV rather then to overall RMS. 366 
For 2 Hz oscillators peak factors converge to a minimum value larger than for a pure sinusoid (√2) 367 
that is consistent with pure harmonic response, and beyond 5 Hz values diverge with damping ratio, 368 
whereas there is little variation with span. Bear in mind that MTVV for walking across a large span 369 
should already capture more of the variability as more RMS values are generated, so the classical 370 
peak factor relationship with averaging time is not expected. 371 
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Figure	  10:	  Peak	  factor	  dependence	  on	  damping	  ratio	  (left)	  and	  span	  (right).	   	  372 
As with the MTVVs, peak factors are not exact and have their own distributions, as shown in Figure 373 
11. Distributions are tight around 2 Hz but have greater range for higher frequencies appearing to 374 
follow a log normal distribution. If peak responses are actually needed then RMS spectra (e.g. 375 
Figure 6b) would not be appropriate since their variability is compounded by variability of peak 376 
factors. 377 
 
Figure	  11:	  Distribution	  of	  peak	  factors.	  378 
4.5 Distillation of key metrics for GRFRSP 379 
For design purposes, the trends shown in Figure 4 to Figure 11 require empirical representation 380 
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such as used [14] for the case of low frequency floors, representing the effect of span, frequency, 381 
damping and percentile value. No one single empirical representation works well enough for 382 
MTVVs so for typical cases i.e. floors with span 5 m, 10 m and 15 m and for 1%, 3% and 5% 383 
damping, curves are provided in Figure 12. These are divided into two regions above 10 Hz 384 
where simple quadratic approximations fit reasonably well and a linear axis is used, and below 10 385 
Hz where the shapes are complex and a logarithmic axis is used to enhance the low frequency 386 
zone. To apply these results the values must be multiplied by pedestrian weight and divided by 387 
floor modal mass. 388 
  389 
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 390 
 
 
 Figure	  12:	  99%ile	  b-­‐weighted	  MTVV	  curves	  for	  5	  m	  (upper),	  10	  m	  (middle)	  and	  15	  m	  (lower)	  spans.	  391 
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The first harmonic peak and subsequent trough vary in both scale (MTVV) and location 392 
(frequency); Figure 13 illustrates these parameters vs. damping and span for the first harmonic 393 
peak. The dependence of MTVV level on damping and span (duration of forcing) is consistent 394 
with known behaviour of oscillators driven at resonance. For the trough the values follow the 395 
same trend are visible in the minima, and the minimum frequency ranges from 3.1 Hz to 3.5 Hz. 396 
 397 
 
Figure	  13:	  First	  harmonic	  peak	  value,	  and	  first	  trough	  minimum	  value.	  398 
5 VALIDATION OF GRFRSP PROCEDURE 399 
Because the spectra are presented in a statistical form, validation cannot be achieved through a 400 
single example, rather confidence in its reliability might be established by comparing recorded 401 
MTVVs for sample structures and single pedestrians with those for a given percentile (e.g. 99%) 402 
for the closest matching combination of span, mode type and damping ratio. This means that 403 
reliable estimates of mode frequency, damping and mass must be available, and the mass or 404 
weight of the pedestrian known. Interpolation in the results database (or fitted empirical formulae) 405 
could be used, but one major problem is that few in-operation floors can be represented as perfect 406 
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simple-supported spans. In reality the span needs to be judged as the effective length of the 407 
dominant mode, which as the examples given will show is rarely the same as either the full length 408 
of the structure or the bay size. 409 
Because such a comparison is difficult to quantify, an alternative process is to take the 410 
cumulative density function (for the mode frequency, damping ratio mass, along with effective 411 
mode length as span) such as Figure 9b and read off the percentile value corresponding to the 412 
MTVV measured on the full-scale floor after normalising it to unit floor mass (multiply by this 413 
value) and pedestrian weight (divide by this value). This means that the only examples that can 414 
be used are where modal both modal mass (estimates) and pedestrian weights are known. 415 
For an effective comparison a representative range of floor types is required with (for each floor), 416 
a full set of modal data and walking time histories. Such data are available thanks to over two 417 
decades of research and engagement with industry on problems in vibration serviceability of 418 
floors [24,25] involving a range of floors of different construction and dynamic characteristics. 419 
Since the purposes of the research and consulting do not always require both full modal data 420 
(including modal mass) and walking response time series, the set of candidates is narrowed, but 421 
there are enough examples to provide a useful comparison. Walking tests for serviceability 422 
evaluation are normally done with an experienced engineer pacing along the line of strongest 423 
response (maximum modal ordinates) using a metronome to keep time, and repeating the exercise 424 
for pacing rates ranging (for example) as 1.5:0.1:2.4 Hz, and often with a ‘lap’ of walking in both 425 
directions, so that any possible resonance is given the maximum opportunity to develop, in other 426 
words such tests should be at the ‘worst case’ (high percentile) end of a statistical range.  427 
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Table 1 summaries the most relevant properties of the floors used in the validation exercise. 428 
Examples were chosen where a single mode dominates measured response with bandpass 429 
filtering as appropriate. The set includes floors normally classified as ‘low frequency’ and ‘high 430 
frequency’, different structural types, materials and panel spans. Effective mode length is 431 
estimated based on mode shape plots and rounded to the nearest 5 m and classification match 432 
(type 1, 2 or 3). Identities of the floors are mostly disguised, but research involving some of the 433 
examples has been published, as indicated. 434 
Table	  1:	  Example	  floor	  structural	  details	  and	  lowest	  dominant	  mode	  parameters	  435 
ID use construction panel sizes 
/m 
mode length 
/m (type) 
M1/103 
kg 
f1 /Hz ζ1/% 
S-S1 [26] light industrial RC PC plank  12 ×12 20 (1) 30 14.05 5 
S-S2 [26] light industrial ditto 12 ×12 20 (1) 47 12.4 3 
S-S3 [26] warehouse ditto 7.5 ×18 25 (1) 120 10.3 2.9 
Poly-S [12] entertainment RC in situ 21 × 9 20 (1) 37 10.64 2.65 
L-T1 office composite 10.5 × 9 20 (2) 10.5 6 3.65 
L-T2 “ “  10 (1) 39 4.9 2.37 
L-T3 “ “  15 (2) 17.7 5.98 2.25 
L-G office composite 3.75 × 2.7 15 (1) 19.7 7.02 2.8 
D-H1 entertainment composite 15 × 3 30 (1) 102 4.92 1.03 
D-H2 “ “  10 (1) 23.7 5.15 1 
SBS-S biology lab PT flat slab 9.6 × 11.2 20 (1) 100 10.34 2.5 
R-P car park waffle slab 9 × 7.2 20 (1) 35 -FEM 7.67 1.5 
WSP-L [27] office composite 6 × 3 20 (1) 20 6.37 3 
28 
J-C [14] test structure slab 10 × 6.3 10 (1) 8 3.49 1.5 
 436 
  437 
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Figure 14 to Figure 17 provide details of four representative examples along with mode shapes 438 
corresponding to the modes indicated in Table 1, illustrating the difficulty in identifying a ‘span’ 439 
length. 440 
  
Figure	  14:	  S-­‐S1	  unoccupied	   industrial	  unit,	  one-­‐way	  12	  m	  span	  hollow	  core	  planks.	  The	  structural	  441 
arrangement	   is	   similar	   for	   the	  upper	   level	   (roof	   visible)	   and	   the	   floor	   tested	   (engineer	  visible	   for	  442 
scale).	   	  443 
  
Figure	  15:	  SBS-­‐S	  bare	  laboratory	  floor	  shown	  from	  below	  post-­‐tensioned	  flat	  slab	  with	  drop	  panels.	  444 
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Figure	   16:	   R-­‐P	   car	   park,	   waffle-­‐slab;	   the	  mode	   shape	   engages	   the	  majority	   of	   the	   car	   park	   level,	  445 
whose	  structural	  form	  is	  the	  same	  as	  the	  upper	  level.	  446 
 
 
 
Figure	   17:	   WSP-­‐L	   engineering	   consultant	   office,	   composite	   with	   cellular	   primary	   beams	   at	   6	   m	  447 
centres.	  448 
The modal parameters indicated in Table 1 (which include rarely reported modal mass) are all  449 
estimates obtained using the global rational fraction polynomial (GRFP) method implemented in 450 
commercial modal analysis software (ME’scope by Vibrant Techology Inc.). where possible 451 
mode frequency, damping and mass estimates were cross-checked with circle-fit or free decay 452 
parameter estimation methods. 453 
In principle according to the methodology of deriving the GRFRSPs the worst case pacing rate 454 
should be covered by the data set of walking time histories, while in the testing the worst case 455 
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was desirable if not actually achieved. The end result is that the walking tests should produce 456 
percentile values in the upper 90s. 457 
Figure 18 evaluates the hypothesis for 90 comparisons of measured and simulated MTVVs. 63% 458 
of examples indicate a match in the 90-100th percentile range of simulations, with 85% above 70th 459 
percentile. There are several cases of low percentiles that are worth examining, many of them 460 
occurring for L-G. This is a composite structure that exhibited annoying vibrations at one end of 461 
the office floor. An incomplete mode shape was provided by modal testing, but it was sufficient 462 
to indicate that the edges of the floor were not behaving as full supports resulting in an element of 463 
cantilever behavior. As such the measured response would be larger than that recorded using an 464 
assumed half-sine mode shape. 465 
Other examples include J-C which has a low recorded damping, and a value of 1% used in 466 
simulations assuming a positive bias on the estimation procedure (which is quite common with 467 
modal testing). Low values for D-H1 and D-H2 are not so simply explained away, however 468 
overall the comparison appears reasonable. 469 
The values in Figure 18 are plotted against pacing rate simply to distribute values for presentation, 470 
although there is a pattern for L-G only. Likewise the marker size is made proportional to floor 471 
mode frequency in case there is any correlation with high or low frequency mode type; which 472 
appears not to be the case. 473 
 474 
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Figure	   18:	   Percentile	   values	   in	   simulation	   corresponding	   to	   measured	   MTVVs.	   Marker	   size	   is	  475 
proportional	  to	  mode	  frequency.	   	  476 
Finally for one example, WSP-L a comprehensive monitoring exercise [27] was carried out over 477 
one week of normal operation (the busy Leeds, UK office of consulting firm WSP). Acceleration 478 
data were obtained for the antinode in Figure 17 (lower right in mode shape plot). The monitored 479 
MTVVs are not restricted to ‘events’ where a single pedestrian crosses over the exact ‘ridge’ line 480 
of maximum mode shape (i.e. in the middle of a bay) and include periods of zero activity. Hence 481 
the monitoring would be bound to produce a lower proportion of strong responses compared to 482 
the simulated sequence of ‘perfect’ crossings. 483 
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The density function for a day of monitoring (using 1 second MTVVs) is compared with the 484 
closest equivalent for simulated MTVVs in Figure 19. While a comparison is not being made for 485 
the same situation, there should be some relationship and it is not a surprise that the monitored 486 
MTVV distribution is shifted down by a factor of approximately two with respect to the 487 
simulations. This provides a degree of validation, although there can be no direct proof that the 488 
approach is valid. 489 
 
Figure	   19:	   Comparison	   of	   density	   function	   of	   MTVVs	   from	   one	   whole	   working	   day	   of	   non-­‐stop	  490 
monitoring	   with	   density	   function	   of	   MTVVs	   for	   pedestrian	   data	   set	   and	   modal	   parameters	  491 
corresponding	  to	  the	  monitored	  floor.	  492 
6 CONCLUSIONS 493 
A comprehensive database of 852 walking time histories has been used to generate response 494 
spectra of typical vibration response metrics, principally the ‘maximum transient vibration value’, 495 
which is a moving average of root mean square acceleration, accounting for weighting of signals 496 
for application to occupant comfort. 497 
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The resulting spectra show a number of significant features. First, there is a broad ‘hump’ that 498 
represents the first harmonic of walking. This is followed by a distinctive dip (notch) and a small 499 
but diffuse secondary hump. Practically it appears that response spectra value decrease 500 
monotonically from about 5 Hz showing that the arbitrary distinction between high and low 501 
frequency floors lacks scientific basis.  502 
Distributions of values for each oscillator frequency (and same conditions of span, damping etc.) 503 
appear to be lognormal, leading to an issue in defining an appropriate percentile level, which in 504 
our case has been set at 99%. 505 
The method has been checked against a database of measured modal properties and matching 506 
walking response data for representative structures showing that there are some complications, 507 
such as defining span through the observed shape rather than the structural information. However 508 
the comparison with measured data shows consistency. 509 
It was not possible to evaluate the technique for multi-mode response due to the much diminished 510 
set of full-scale test data, but in principle the square root sum of square approach could be 511 
applied. 512 
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